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THE HIGH-DENSITY Z-PINCH AS A PULSED FUSION NELJTRON SOURCE
FOR FUSION NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY AND MATERIALS TESTING

R. A. Krakowski,” j. D. Setl~ian, t and R. L. Hagenson$

ABSTRACT

The dense Z-pinch (DZPl is one of the earliest and simplest plasma
heating and confinement schemes, Recent experiment al advances based on
plasma initiation from hair-like ( 10s pm in radius) solid hydrogen fiiaments
have so far not encountered tlie usually devastating MHD instabilities that
plagued early DZP experimenters. These encouraging results alorg with de-
but of a number of proof-of principle, high-current (1-2 MA in 10-100 ns)
experiments have prompted consideration of the DZP as a pulsed source of
DT fusion neutrons of sufficient strength ( SN ~ 1019 n/s) to provide un-
collided neutron fluxes in excess of lW = 5-10 MW’/7n2 over test volumes
of 10-30 !it re or greater. W1.ile this neutron source would be pulsed ( 100s
12s pulse widths, 10-100 Hz pulse rate), giving flux time compressions in the
range 105-106, its simphcit.y, near-term feasibility, low cost, high-Q opera-
tion, and relevance to fusion systems that may provide a ptdsed commercial
end- product (e.g., inertial confinement or the DZP itself) together create the

impetus for preliminary consideration as a Iieut.ron source for fusion nuclear
technology and materials testings, The results of a preliminary parametric
systems study (focusing primarily on physics issues), conceptual design, and
cost versus performance analyses are presented. The DZP promises an inex-

pensive and efficient, means to provide pulsed DT neutrons at an average rate
in excess of 1019 n/s, with neutron currents Iu,X: 10 M W/m2 over volumes
vesp 2 30 lit.re using single-pulse teclmologim that differ little from those
being Ilsed in present-day experilllelltf.

1. INTRODUCTION
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magnetohydrodynamic ( MHD ) deformations. Linear, ideal (zero resistivit.y ) MHD theory
predicts3 -s reduced growth rates, or even stability for the m = O mode, if the current
profiles are sufficiently diffuse. Minimum pressure profiles for which the m = O nlode is

4’5 The stabilizing effects of external gssideally and linearly stable have been reported,

pressure4 or finite ion Larmor radiuse have also been suggested,

The development of improved high-voltage, pulsed-diagnostic, and pi:lcll-forlllatioll
techniques together have led to improved results for the DZP7 and an emanced appreci-
ation for the impact of formation conditions and plasma profiles on the pinch behavior.
Recent DZP experiments at Los Alan~os8~g and at the Naval Research Laboratory 10 have
initiated high-voltage discharges through small-radius ( 10-40 pm), solid-deuterium fibers.
These I = 0.3-0.6 MA experiments do not observe the m = 1 kink instability, and the

m = O sausage instabilityy is suppressed for 100s of Alfv6n transit times across the pinch
radius as long as the plasma current is increasing ( ~ > O). While transport and stability
analysesl 1‘12 are being conducted using three-dimensional resistive models in both linear
aud non-linear regimes, the stability of these fiber initiated DZPS remains enigmatic, indi-
cating the in~portance of formation method, pinch profiles, local (edge-plasma) dissipation,
and dynamic stabilizing mechanisms. Activities organized to resolve these unknowns have
recently been summarized. 1s Even more recently, 14 a Z-pinch workshop has summarized

progress in this area.

These recent. experimental and theoretical results warral:t the examination of’ the
potential and possible characteristics of the DZP as an intense source of DT neutrons for
fusion nuclear technology testingls’10 and other uses. 17 While a number of fusion reactor

scoping studies of the D’ZP have been reported, ‘8- 21 tbe potential of this approach as a
small but intense source of fusion neutrons represents a more near-term application. A
simplified malytic model 19*21 of the DZP has been used to examine parametric tradeoffs
between plasma physics requirements, fusion neutron fluxes and currents, available test
volume at a given neutron flux, and a range of operational characteristics, This early
modeling effort assumed that the pinch current, is increased in a way to assure a constant
plasma radius and a balance between magnetic-field pressure and the plasma pressure;
flat density and temperature profiles were awnmed, alpha-particle heating and pressure
was ignored, and the main cievice performance was characterized b;f either the llumher of
Alfv6n times, ~A ==~orDdt/7A, across a pinch of radius a, (TA = U/VA and UA is the Alfv&~

sped ) or the plasn)a current rise rate, 1, [ lnder tlmm idealimd cquilbritm conditon, when
the ohmic heating equals tl~e Bretlllllsstrallltlllg Iossm, the pinch operates at the Pmse-

Ilragillskii current 22 of 1 -z 1,5-2,0 MA, (Ielmildiilg 011 ten~prrat{lre tuld density ratlial

profiles, At a dt=qer level of analysis,z4 a col)llect i(nl Illtmt Iw lllwle Iwt www pillcll pr(]tilvs,
str bilit,y, and lwrfmtutu]ce: this phase of tIw I)Z1) Iwtlt rotl-smlrce StII(ly is rq)twtt=({ lwrei]~,
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sufficient ly detail to allow a preliminary economic and performance (e.g., test volume at. a
given neutron flux ) evaluation to be made in Section 4. Preliminary conclusions are given
in Section 5.

2. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF THE DZP

Figure 1 depicts the DZP as a linear filament. of plasma through which is passed an
axial current of sufficient magnitude both to heat the pinch through Ohmic dissipation and
to confine the resulting plasma pressure, N 2 nka 2’, by the self magnetic fields associated
wit h the axial plasma current. The combination of plasma heating and confinement in a

linear geometry (10-30 pm radius x 0.05-0.10 m length) renders the DZP an elegance not
eujoyed by most magnetically confined fusion systems. It is for this reason that the DZP
was one of the earliest pl~llla-col]fillelllellt. schemes examined in the quest to control ther-

monuclear fusion. 1 The methods of forming these early pinches by means of fast inlplcmion
of current sheaths formed on the surface of the pinch gave rise to the two basic instabilities
illustrated schematically on Figure 2. These instabilities along with impurity influx from
the solid electrodes at each end of the pinch forced fusion research into directions that: (a)
embedded axial magnetic fields for stabilization (of the m = O mode); and (b) eliminated
the electrodes by forming the combined axial and encircling magnetic-field structure into
a torus. Plasma stability and longevity was thereby achieved, but at the cost of simplicity
and elegance.

Recent interest in the pulsed DZP has been centered on new ways t.e form a diffuse-
currcnt pinch (e q,, minimizing the radial sharpness of the current sheath) by applying a
large volt age across a hair-like fiber of frozen deut.erium (or DT in the case of the neutron
source being considered herr ). The resulting pinch, which so far have passed 100s kA
through a filament of 10s jim in radius, have shown surprisingly long stable times as long
as the plaama current is rising ( I ~ 1012A/s). Tlw time theoretically needed for this
solid-fiber pinch to bewme unstable t~ the kinds of distortions depicted in Figure 2 is on
the order of a/uA; these modern DZPS have shown stability for NA ~ 100u of these Alfv4n
tran8it. tinle8, with vallletl of ~A .? 1, 000 being the goal for the neutron source application.

Tlw almncc of thr m = O instability call be cxphtinrcl by profile tdlects,z bui th?
length of stablr times for the m = 1 (kink) instability remains sonwwhat a puzzle and
mlccrtainty for rxtrapolat.ion of tlw DZP to high-Q fusion-burn conclit,ic!is. Explanations

for the observed stability incluck: (a) resistive efkts, which explain the low- tempcrat.ure
m - 0 stability; (b) viscous effects, which explain the lligller-tclll~]crnt [Ire m -0 stability;
(c) gkin dfkt.s, whicl~ arp posttllated to CNIIIaIICetlw aft.~rel~lellti(~tiecleffects of rcsistivity
m]~clvinrmity; and (d) axial-flow effrcts to I)r(wi(le 1]] I stability nt Ilighm ten]pem
t~~rrs, ‘1’IIF r.willt n of rmvnt (and contit]~lill~) calc~llatiolls hy Nelwl 12 (>11tlIr illl])nct (If

plasmE rcwistivity on tlw III - 0, [ il~std)ilit. im mre SIMJW;)(M1Pigllrr 3, I,ikewisc, n.1]~1ill
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Whatever the actual stabilization mechanisms active in the DZP, the experimentally
observed stability in the modern DZP has been sufficiently reassuring to justify the con-
struction of two major “proof-of-principle” experiments at the Naval Research Laboratory
and at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Table I summarizes the main parameters
of each device, and Figure 4 gives a schematic diagram for each. The ZFX and HDZP-
11 experiments are complimentary, with the NRL device operating with a slower current.
rise rate (5 x 1012 A/s) and a somewhat higher-radius fiber (30-50 pm.). At the heart of
each de~-ice is a Marx-bank-driven fast energy store (a water capacitor for NRL, a water-
filled transmission line for Los Alamos), and each has the planning and capability to use

DT fibers. These devices, in size, energy, and cost, are prototypical of the DZP neutron
source being proposed herein. In fact, the cost. of constructing the Los Al~ios HJ3ZP-11
experiment provides a realistic cost basis for estimating the DZP-bamd neutron source

(Section 4). The technological challenges of operating this pulsed neutron source (10-100
Hz, 10-100 ns pu!se width) are addressed cpmlitatively in Section 4, although considerably
more work is required to resolve the technological issues reiated to 10-100 Hz pulse rates.
required of a SN > 101*n/s DZP neutron source,

3. DESIGN-POINT DETERMINATION

Preliminary scoping studiesle of the DZP neutron source were made on the ba-
sis of a constant-radius analytic model that heated only by Ohmic dissipation, with
Bremmtrahlung radiation being the only 10SSchannel for plasma enthalpy, These early
estimates 16 predicted that pinches of radius a &15-20 pm and length (?P & 0.05-0.10
operating with discharge tin~es 7D & 50 ns would produce a DT burnup fraction of
~~ == 0.05 – 0,10 and a neutron yield of SN CZO.5-1,.O(10)17 (WF N 0,1-0.2 MJ) with a
Q-due of QP s Wp /WB & 1,0, where WB ~ \LP12 is the stored energy and Lp h the
plasma inductance relative to the return conductor surrounding the pinch. These pinches
typically would operate wit!l a peak current of I = 1.5-20 MA and require (for the value of
rD given above) V’p/tp R5- 10 M V/m from the Marx-charged water-filled transmission line;
pulse rates in the range 10-100 Hz, therefore, would be required to give a neutron source
strength SN & 1018-1019 n/s considered necessary for a high-flux ( Iu, ~ 5-10 MW/m2 ),
high-volume ( 12ZP R 10s of litres ) nmtron test facility.

While the analytic mode] of the L)ZP was adequate to determine the reasonablencLs
of the concept, the conlpressional/expansional clyllamics as well as fusion-product heating,
biirnup effects, euthalpy ●nclloss, inf’usicm of electrode impurities, plasma pressure and
temlmrature profiles, and tfIr waterline cirruit (.MI dl illllmct the crtlcitd parameters of
the DZP nmltr(jll murcc, partic(ilarly 5’N, Q),, T(J, wl(l/(M- .fB. (’(>llse(llletltly, tile (lesigll-
poil]t (Idernlinat.im was lImde using a (’(]~ll)!e(l-i)lwslll/l/cir(.tlits (Iyllalllical tIl(Mlel(It=scri}ml
INIOW, ‘1’his Ilmdeling activity is ccnltillltil]g ill c(uisi(lerd)ly 111(~-e(lett~i122’2:’ with tlw

rwdizdiml of tile illilmttlllce of a ral]gr of I)llysi(.nl IJlleIIOIIImlR(MIthe flmi(~ll l)(Ir II(Iylmlllics
RII(I Iwcalwe of t lIe elllillc=llf’y of sill~!~-(lis(’lln.rK(’ [) Z}) rxlmilllellts wit II Imrnllmtt=rs Il(d
nignifiral~tiy (Iifkrmtt fr(}lll tl~(me sll~gesttvl Ilrrt’ f’(~rtllc Ilelltr(}ll s(lllr(x~.I:{
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3.1 Model

The time-dependent., multi-species, profile-averaging (zero-dimensional ), circtlit.-
driven plasma model used to simulate reversed-field-pinch reactor phMnmS25 was modified
to describe the DZP. A designated fraction of the energy associated with charged-particle

fusion reaction products is deposited in the plasma, plasma enthalpy end losses are sim-
ulated as parallel electron conduction over regions of the plasma where the electrons are
demagnetized, line-density depletion by fuel burnup is included, a range of plasma profiles
consistent with the usual (VP = ~“x B) ecluilibrium is included, and the radial transport
of energy from the pinch other than radiation (line, cyclotron, and Brernsst.rahlung ra-

diations) is zero. Generally, axial energy transport by electron conduction is dependent
on profile assumption, but is small, and the majority of the alpha-particle energy may
be retained by the pinch. 26 A c!assical electrical resistivity was assumed with ZCff = 1,
except as modified by alpha-particle accumulation. The complex process of fiber melting
und plasma format ion27 was not modeled.

A range of plasma pressure/current profiles was examined in order to understand bet-
ter the impact of possible stability constraints,3~4’ 11’12 as well as the impact on the overa!l
pinch dynamics and overall performance; these profiles were assumed to be frozen into the

11 being required to examine diffusionpinch, with more realistic il~tlltidil]~el~siol]d models
effects. Two pressure profiles were considered
could be stable to the m = O sausage instability:
profile;”s and (b) a linearly non-ideally stable
given by

PIPO =

(4+-5/? )~/p: =

and,

PIPO =

that under widely ditkring assumptions
(a) the linearly ideallv stable Kadomtsev

profile, 12 These extrema are respectively

[5p/(4 -+
r

1- 2Z” + F“ ,

(1A)

(lB)

(2)

where fl = 2pOp/B~ is the local beta, PO is = 2~0 (p)/Bj( 1) is the average beta, and z = r/a
io the normalized pinch radius. Linear resistive stability is predicted 12 for the polynomial
profile described by Eq. (2) when v > 32 (i.e., very flat radial pressure profhe) for M h
m = O and m = 1 modes. The sanw model used to determine tlW stability of profiles

given by Eq. (2) indicates that the Kaclon~tsev profiles are more than marginally stablr
if finite resistivity is included, Figure 6 gives the pressure aid current density profiles for
a range of assumrcl PO or u values. The profile factors that correct the firelllsstrallllll~g,
ohmic, and [)rr-fusion powers Conlput ed using average Imqx?rt if’s, q YF, ~/OH rif, and 91 )T,

respectively, with g~R - g[)~ for R fla radial tellllwrat(lre l)rf)tilb, WY also given tm F’i~ltre
6,

ll<,~’p,
1, - ~n (rf(//,. /(l) ,J) (3)
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a range of “horizontal” and “vertical” gap inductances are computed, with the ratio f~
of stray to piasma inductances being con~puted that is consistent with the requirements
of the main insulator stack (Figure 5 ) and magnetic insulation. Given the required field
energyv

WB & (1 + ,f~)Lr~2/~ , (4)

and a transfer efficiency, 7wL, the waterline capacitance can be computed from

~WL = 2(~~/77~L)/V~ =
2Vcew——.. .

t7t(R~/Ri)
(5)

The length of the waterline is determined from the following expression for the discharge
time:

r~ = 2 ~z-cz = +(6/60)1/2 , (6)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, COis the permittivity of free space, and c is the
the dielectric constant of water. From these expressions the ratio Ri/Ro can be computed.
Finally, the following expression has been developed imperially by waterline designerszg
that relates the waterline standoff distance, RO - Ri, to the applied voltage, Vp, the tinle of

voltage standoff, TL, and the electrode area available for breakdown, Aw cx 27rtw < R >,

where < R > in the logarithmic average radius:

The results of a parametric evaluation of this waterline model are shown in Figure 7, where
it has been assumed that R1 = Ri / 2 and Rz = (3/4)Ri (Figure 5). The electrical circuit is
modeled as being composed of the coupled waterline/plasma elements depicted in Figure
8.

3.2 Results

As noted previously, the following processes that, can impact, device performance:
(a) circuit efficiency (e.g., ~~ versus r~, Figure 7); (b) plwmla/circuit dynamics; (c)
profile effects, particularly for Ohmic heating (F’igure b); (d) alpha-particle heating as
cent ribut ing to expansion forces; and (e) axial energy transport. For each pressure profile,
the temperature is awnuned a constant of radius, and the impact of alpha-particle heating
is examined parametrically. ‘1’he discharge is assumed to terminate when I = O; the

potential benefits of a crow barred phase 1°*24 ill increasing ~E and ~p are INt taken into
account,. All computatiolps fixed f~ at a cmm=rvat ive value of 0.5 while forcing TLI a.Ild

f, as wrll as the waterlil~e geonletry a.IId N“nf.Y, to adjust, o+propriately. Figure 9 and

10 give the time-dependent behavior of plasma temperat,lwe, density, radills, c~lrrellt, and
pOmws for both the Kadonlst t=v [Ml. ( 1)] all(l lxdylmllial ~Eq. (2)] ]}remure profiles,

with and wit Imuf all~ha-p~wt icle Ileat illg,; ffw lNItII profiles, and for tIw l)lasllm enthalpy
wldloss nlodel used, alpha-]mrt icle self-lwal illg catl I)relllat [Ircly disr(ll}t the pinch, callsillg

pren~ature expansion of tllv plwnla COII1lllI],a qlwtlcllillg of tl~~ I){irll, and a lill~itatioil 011

the Q-value and JR. ‘1’h~ d?pell(h?ll[’e of Q}} all(l 1$’N,011 ~A are s!lowll ill Figllre 11 for

[r.port]-zpinch-6 /7/89- 6



both the peaked ( Kadorntsev) and polynomial ( “poly” ) profiles, with and without alpha-
particle heating; the results of the previously described analytic (constrained radius) model
are also shown. Figure 12 shows the computed dependence of Qp and SN on peak plasma

current; the strong dependence reported from experiment. 1° is noted.

The general behavior with or without the inclusion of alpha-particle heating is simi-

lar bet ween profiles for the fixed conditions assumed ( f~ = 0.5, aO = 15 pm, N =
3.88( 10)19 WZ-1). For the Kadorntsev profiles, go~, M = 6.7, gBR = gDT = 6.5, and

(goHM/gBR) * = 1s02, where the latter ratio is Proportional to the equilibrium’ (~ = 0)
Pease current, I,q; these profile factors for the polynomial profiles (v = 32) are 3,76, 1.06,
and 1.88, respectively. Hence, without alpha-particle heating, the stronger Ohmic heating
early in the current transient gives a larger radial excursion for the Kadomtsev profile, but
the final current is somewhat lower. The stronger internal fields for the Kadomtsev profile

makes the axial end loss of energy by electron conduction negligible compared to 5?70for
the case of nG alpha-particle heating in the case of the polynomial profile, and as high
as 25-3070 for the case of alpha-particle heating. For both profile cases considered, the
initial plasma expansion, as driven by Ohmic heating, is turned around, and the plasma
re-compresses to or beyond the original radius. It should be noted ~hat the plasrna/circuit,s
dynamics in this early expansion phase is not well modelled by the zero-dimensional model.

Without alpha-particle heating, the azsumed profiles set the time scale for the burn,
wit h expected higher go~ 11.fand gDT values for the Kadomt sev profile reducing that time
scale somewhat. Generally, wit bout alpha-part icle heating, Z’e & T’i for both profiles, but
strong decoupling of T, and Ti (Z’i > T’) is found with alpha-particle heating included for
both profile cases. The impact of alpha-particle heating seems to be qualitatively the same
for both profiles: to continue the radial expansion of the plasma column initially started
by the Ohmic heating, Since go~~ and gDT are larger for the peaked Kadorntsev profile,
the “blow up” of the pinch is more rapid, and the adverse impact on Qp and S~ is greater
(factor of +8 reduction for the Kadomtsev profile compared to 2.7 for the polynomial
profile), The polynomial profile also benefits from an enhanced axial energy-loss rate to
help shed the alpha-particle energy deposited into the plasma.

Combining all these effects, along with ~ greater separation of 2“ and Z_iwhen alpha-
particle heating is included, gives the composite behavior summarize! on Figures 11 and

12. CM the basis of these simulations, a “strawman” design point has been selected using
the polynomial pressure profile [Eq, (2), v = 32]. This design is summarized on Table H for
the cases with and without alpha-particle heating, The latter QP > 1 (aO = 15 pn, (?P=

RC = 0.1 m) design (SN N 2 x 1017 n/pulse, 7L1= 100 ns, ~B a O.i ) is used to project. the

economics and general performance ( Iu, vers IJs1~1P) of the DZP neutron source. However,
it is emphasized that the burn dynamics of the DZP are complex, the present model uses
only simplified models to described a limited ll~llllber of physical ]Jrocesses wld f{lt me
work is required in this arm to understan{i Iwt ter illlportant tradeof~s between physics,

technology, performance, and cost ,24

[r@port]-xpinch-6/7 /89- 7



4. PRELIMII?ARYE CONOMICS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Cost. Estimate

The DZP is a pulsed neutron source with significant time compression of the uncollided
neutron flux. For exampie, the strawman design listed on Table II, with a 2 x 1017 n/pdse
source strength delivered in TD a 100 ns, would for an average source strength of S~ =
101g n/s have to pulsed at a frequency of u ~ 50 Hz, giving a flux compression of #’C’ s
l/@TD & 2 X 10s. Some leeway exists for reducing FC towards values where radiation
damage rate effects are less of a concern to the material scientists, but the DZP can never
approfinlate a trllly steady-state sollrce of ne~ltrolls. Red~lctions in FC generally reduce the

per-pulse neutron yield (e.g., burnup fraction, fB)and increase the repetition rate. While

a few orders of magnitude reduction in FC are possible, the plasma Q-value decreases
almost in proportion to fB and, consequently, the cost of these more “steady-state-like”
neutrons increases.

The positive side ~f this pulse nature is that these neutrons can be produced cheaply
and fairly soon, give st~ccess of the DZP experiments presently coming on line at NRL
(ZFX) and Los Alamos (HDZ?-11), Since the DZP neutron source differs little from these
experimental devices, with the exception of the pulse rate, and since significant, costs are
not anticipate in designing, building, and operating a 50-100 Hz DZP, cost, projection for
this pulsed neutron source as summarized in Table III, should be fairly accurate.

Table III gives only cost of the neutron source, per se. Before the generalized evalua-
t ion methodology described in Reference 29 can be applied to provide an overall, intercom-

parative figure-of-merit, the full capitai cost of the DZP neutron facility must be estimated.
The total capital cost is expected to exceed considerably the device cost summarized in
Table III, but unfortunately the design of the overall facility has not available in sufficient
dehd to allow an accurate, “bottoms-up” cost estimate to be made. Consequently, an
estimate of the total capital cost, CAP(M$ ), was made by scaling in size and power the
more detailed estimates mode for the FTF/RFP.2g Table IV summarize the results of this
estimate, witl-. CAP = 110 M$, after the cost of systems of no relevance to the DZP (e.g.,
coils current dri~ e, etc. ) was subt ratted, As described in Reference 29, CAP is multiplied
by a pay rate, A(yr- 1) and combined with other annual charges related to: (a) cost of peo-
ple, COP (M$/person yr); (b) cost of electricity, COE (nlills/kWeh); and cost of tritium,
COT (M$/kg), to give the following expression for the total annual changes:

[
AC(M$/yr) = ~ * CAP + II * COP + ?)f~JF –-

COE _ + C’Oz’(1 - TBR) 1———.
114.2*QP 18.0

(8)

This annual charge is used in the following expression f’cw a figure-of -nleritj I?OM, that,
reflects the cost. of creating a given numhc: of total lattice clisplacemt=nt.s with neutrons.

(9)

In these expressions, N is the Ilmntwr of’ people tieeded to operate the neut<roll sollrce, ~Jf is
the duty factor of the device, ‘1’13R is the trit illlll l)reeding mtic,, DF’A/T * 101,,,(MW/mz )

[raport]-zpinch-6/7 /S9- 8



is the annual displacement rate, and V~zp(m3 ) is the experimental volume. Using the base-
case values for these parameters listed in Table V, an annual charge of AC = 28 M$/year
is estimated.

4.2 Performance Evaluation

In conducting a preliminary performance evaluation of the DZP neutron source, b~t~
the pulse-rate issues and the neutron flux distribution through the test volume must be
resolved. Little detailed engineering has been devoted to the pulsed-rate issues, which
center on: (a) power supply; (b) DT fiber injection; {c) electrode erosion; and (d) post-
discharge evacuation of the discharge chamber.

Preliminary estimates of the plasma exhaust issue revealed no serious problem with

evacuating the ~~ 1 litre-torr of unburn DT fuel, helium ash, and impurities on a ~ 10- 3s
timescale for the geometry depicted in Figure 5 and summarized in Table II. Likewise, no

serious operational on cost problems could be identified with the power supplies, with the
main concern being the lifetime of the switches used in the Marx bank [re: footnote (a) in
Table III].

A number of schemes for injecting the DT fiber into the discharge chamber on a *1O
ms timescale have been considered, but none have been designed in sufficient detail to
assure a good solution to this, along with electrode erosion, the greatest uncertainty with
the DZP neutron course. Gravity feed of the frozen fibers would be adeqv.ate, continuous
fiber extrusion with discharge “clipping” has been considered, or “blow-gun” injection
using a gas-gun or electron-beam self-ablation drive are among the ideas being considered.

‘l’he problem of electrode longevity represents another serious issue for the DZP neu-
tron source, both in terms impact on plasma performance and the economics and with
respect to the essential feasibilityy of the 10-100 I?: DZP. Preliminary estimates24 of impu-
rity ingress into a /P & O.l-m pinch from a lithium electrode indicates that, for discharges
less than z300 ns in duration, the lithium evaporated at each electrode would have in-
sufficient time to impact the burn dynamics and neutron yield. The main problem then
revolves around resolving :he geometry of a replenishable electrcde. Lithium liquid metal
seem particularly appropriate for this purpose, because of the relatively low melting point
(459 K) and the low atomic number. Continuously extruded lithium rods or liquid-lithium
jets are being considered. An example of the latter has been developed by NRL and is
shown schematically in Figure 13.

As noted previously, any attempt t.o ameliorate the pulsed nature of the DZP neutron
source will decrease ~B and therefore, QP; greaier input, power for a given source strength

results, This point is illustrated scilematically cm Figure 14, which describes an idealized

burn of duration ?D that occurs with a period 1/w to yield a neutron-flux time compression

of ~~ = SIV/ “.’ SN J= I /WEW, where .S,Vis the lleutrm productiml rate averaged over the
pulse width 7D and ‘ ,’+N ,- .~pJ~~)W k the ~ll!l~-~vf?ra~t?d llf?UtIWll PITj~tlCtiOll rak, ~;iV~ll

that the time between pulses should be less than tl)e time ~~ required for a lattice vacancy
to recombine, a lower limit of u _- 100 H c would I}e required for TV :> 10 ms, Au upper
bound of FC ‘: 103 the:: c~efines an operat,illg sl)ace 011 Figure 14 that generally is not
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achievable by the DZP in order to mimic a “stead y-state” neutron source; burn times much

above 7D & 100 ns seem highly unlikely, particularly if the constrained that ~ 2 1012 A/s
must be enforced for reasons of stability. Hence, pulse frequencies in excess of 10 kHz
would be required, and, given an average source strength of < SN >& 1019 n/s, a burnup
fraction of ~B ~ 5 x 10-4 would be required for the base-case conditions (t’p = 0.1 m,

N N 3.8 x 1019 m-l) for w = 104 Hz (e.g., 2 < SN > /Nt’p = .fBU). The resulting

Q-values for this system is given approximately by

~F
Qp = ~lN

WF

= :LPIZ + RJ2

(E~/T)f5

= 4h/(RC/a) + 3(7D/7n)

(lo)

and would indeed be low for these low values of .fB; generally, the DZP cannot meet the
steady-state criteria (e.g., 1/w < w and FC < 103) while ~imultaneously operating at

QpZ 1L.mod-atelevelsof neutron source strength (< SN > S 1019 ~/s),-n if
kilocycle levels of pulse rates proved feasible.

Whiie a number of ideas are available to deal with the main problems of the 10-

100 Hz DZP neutron source, none have been developed to a level of integrated detail
Consequently, the idealized geometry shownneeded to assess the neut ronic performance. ~

in Figure 5 has been used to estimate the neutron flux and energy distribution. A two-
dimensional Monte Carlo transport calculation was performed using the MCNP code.30
The spatial distribution of 14-Mc’: neutrons and neutrons with energies above 0.18 MeV
are shown in Figure 15 for this ~ 50-Hz device; the MCNP computation modeled all

vital parts of the DZP, including the topside cryogenic DT fiber maker, the bottomside
alumna insulator stack, and the neutron-moderating water in the high-voltage transmission
line. These preliminary estimates indicated severe heating problems in both the waterline
insulators and the cryostatic fiber make for a 50-Hz, R 1019 n/s device. Figure 16 gives

the dependence of experimental volume on uncollided neutron flux for an SN = 1.8 x 101s
n./s device (- 10 Hz). Combining the capital-cost estimate mode in Section 3,1 with the
“standard” methodology described in “Ref. 29, the resulting reiative figure of merit for the

DZP neutron source is shown in Figure 17. A comparison of this pulsed neutron source
( FC = 105-108) with the steady-state RFP plasma-based neutron source is also given,

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The DZP promises to fill a gap as a materials-testing facility of low-cost, nlocierate-
to-high-flux fusion neutron source that can pmivde DT neutron currents in the range IW =

5-10 M W/rn2 in 20-30 1?test volumes. This conclusion is baaed on an q-crating scenario
where all fusions take place only dtlrillg the cllrrel,t -rise phase, with a pill~.11termination

assumed to occur whel] J -= O. The l)ZP is a st roIlgly pulsed neutron sour~ with neutrcnl

flux time compressions in the range 10”1-Ios; redurt ions in the flux compression is possibie,

[report]-zpinch-6/7/89- 10



but the plasma Q-value would fall considerably below unity and the pulse rate would be
in the kilo-Hertz range. By far the greatest physics uncertainty rests with attaining stable
pinch times in the range NA = 2,000-4,000, although it should be noted t!lat ior ail caaes
t‘ s mwnetic ReYnold’s number, Rem = T~/TA, ‘3 only in the range of 2,000-4,000. Initial

il~er melting, maintenance of pressure equilibrium, alpha-particle effects, the magnitude of
plasma enthalpy endloss, and electrode impurity ingress present other important physics
uncertain ies requiring further study. Given that operation at high neutron fluxes proves
possible by increases in the pulse rate substantially above *1 Hz, minimizing the magnitude
and cost of driver power, which is expected to be a main operational cost item, will
require Qp m 1; this condition in turn translates into NA ~ 4,000, with j~ ~ 0.05 and

SN7c ~ 0.8(10)17. As seen from Figure 11, these conditions and requirements can become
easier or be made more difficult, depending on profile effects and whether or not the
+pha :mrticles couple energy/pressure to the pinch. Operation of the piuch beyond the

Id = O cutoff enforced throughout this study will significantly increase the yield (burnup)

and Q-value, although the MHD stability and technology required to “crowbar” the DZP
represents an additional issue; it. is nevertheless encouraging that the kinds of yields and
fuel burnup (2-10% with alpha-particle heating, larger without rdpha-particle heating) are
theoretics.i~ y possible during the current rise phase of 50-100 ns.

The main technical uncertainties are ones of energy transfer efficiency (as measured

by Qp= ~F/WM,Yand jL ), repetition rate, and damage rate effects [neutron flux time

compressions in the range 105- 10°]. While the DZP is inherently a pulsed neutron source!
not unlike thoce expected from inertial confinement fusion, 31-92 the pulse rate must be

sufficiently high to allow operation at a thermal steady state with little or no (uncontrolled)
temperature oscillation occurring in the test samples. Pulse rates of the order of ~ 1 Hz
in this regard should be sufficient from an engineering viewpoint, except possibly for small-
scale sample tests.

Related to this pulse-rate issue from an operational point. of view is the ability to

remove the unburned DT gas (-0 10 t’ torr), the maximum injection rate of fresh DT
fibers, and the pulsed-power requirements ( 1.5- 2.0 MA at V = 2-5 MV). Other issueo

related to repetition rate are associated with switching of the Marx gem ators used to
drive the high-voltage waterline, power reflections and dissipation thereim, and electrode
erosion and fat igue damage. High- repetition-rate Marx banko are availrtble,s’ akif at
lower energies then req~tired. Most of these pulse-rate technical issues appear amendable
to reasonable technical solution within realistic cost and tinw rrmstraints, although more

detailed designs are required.

It should be mnphasizcd that the p]lysics of ( Ile DZP milt m] smlrce call IN={csted

on a ~iugle-shot basis, without, the l~eed to (Ievelop critical terhnoh)gim, cm facilities

presently coming into operatiol at NR L ( ZFX ) Mld Los A Imm (1411X1’-11). If these ex-
periments prove successiu], thd critical engillcerill~ coinpollents, (e4K,, rt=spm-tivcly, pulsed
high-wdkge powm supplies, cmltinlwllsly I)IIlsml film l]~akers, N rallgr of reKmlmative
●lect.rode configurate ions ) CM lM d(welopwl ill n “l)~lrst III~Ide” (MI a Imdotyl)ica,l clrvicr
ca:}al]l~, of dist’har~inga s]lort ~eqtiel~ce of l) IIlses, A typical drvelq)!]wll( plan is ~~lggegtrd

in ‘T’atdc VI based OiI t I]is squellcr of l~r(~of-of-l)rillcil)lc” (ZFX, III) ZI}-ll ) J l~llrst-m(Jdr-
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prototype~neutron-source-facility; the nm.hl components tkt would be tested and devel-
oped are indicated. A properly direct program of this kind should take approximately
three years to provide a continuously operating 10ls - 10lg n/s neutron source, given the

physics of 13ZP stability allows the 1>0 pinch to heat at nominally constant radius for

4,0005,000 radial Alfv6n times, The use of nominal existing and relatively uncomplex
technology (no high-current accelerator, no high-power neutral beams, no high-field mag-
I]ets, no high heat,/part icle-flux surfaces, etc. ) promises a relatively inexpensive and rapid
deployment of this pulse source of WI’ fusion neutrons.

In summary the DZP concept is emerging with new excitement, generated by experi-
mental sustainment times that, go fw beycmd those predicted by MHD stability theories.
Much of this progress can be attributed to a greater appreciation of the role played by the
earl y formation and internal structure of the pinch, although much rrmains to be under-
stood in this area.27 The focus of ongoing efforts will be on understanding the implications

of these formation and structural aspects of the DZP, as well as the impact of the driver

circuit, in so far as they determine the operation of a high-Q, trmwitory (~ & O) source of
fusion neutrons.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the dense Z-pinch (DZP)

Figurr 2. Schematic representative of the m = O ( “sausage”) and m = 1 ( “kink”) instabilities
that commonly plagued the DZP.

Figure 3. The impact of plasma resistivity on the m = 0,1 instabilities (Figure 2) in the I)ZP.

Figure 4. Schematic diagrams of proof-of-principle DZP experiments under conetnlction at tlw
Naval Research Laboratory (ZFX) and tlw Los Alamos National Laboratory ( HDZl>-
11).

Figure 5. Conceptual arrangement of the DZP neutron source showing schematically the Marx
generator, water-filled transmission line, insulator stack, pinch chamber, DT fiber
maker, and test volume. This model also provides a geometry for the first estimates
of neutron fluxes, and dimensions show are used for estimating waterline design.

Figure 6. Pressure and ciirrel~t.-clel~sit.yprofiles and profi]r factors for two (extreme) test cases
[Eq. (1) and (2)] ●xamined by parametric design study.

Figure 7. Interdependence of wat.wlin~ ch~acteristics as a function of discharge time using the
geometric described on Figure 5 and Eqs. (3)-(7).

Figurr 8. Plaan~a/watrrlinr circuit,s model usml in time-dependent DZP simulation.

Figure 9. Clwnmuteci DT diwhargc for the Kadomstev profiles [Eqo ( 1)] with and without alpha-

partliclr hrating.

Figlwr 10. ( !omputecl WI’ discharges for tile polynomial proftle~ [Eq. (2)], with and witl]out

tdpha- particle liemtingo

1. Ikpencknce of nmltron yield and pkmn Q-valur cm number of Alfvdn times, N A,
for n rnngc of presmre profilm, including tlw flat profiles amuned for the conotant-
rmlill~ mmlytic mm-k], All disclmqgm were terlninnt,ed wlwn ~ ~ O, an({ tlw impact of
alplln-pnrticl~ hwttit}g in shown ( Pigllra 0- I 0),

2. Ilqwmlemct= of ne~ttrrm yi~ld and plMIIIB Qvdm= (MI l)mk plMmR current.



‘1’ABLE I

Parameters for Proof of Principle DZP Experiments under Construction of the
Navel Research Laboratory (ZFX) and the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(HDZP-11).(”J

Naval Research Laboratory Los Alamos National Laboratory

(ZFX) (HDZP-11)

Pinch length, /p(m) 0.05

Pinch current, l(MA) 2.0

Waveform Sinusoiclal

Qual ter-period, r~(ns ) 630

Initial dI/dt, ( 1012A/s) 5

Voltage, VP(14V) 0.75

System energy, 1+’~(k~ ) 350

(a) Both facilitim are expected to be operational in 1989,

0.05

1,4

Quasi-sinusoidal

.>100

25

3.0

200
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TABLE II

“Strawman” Resign Parameters for a DZP Neutron Source for
for Use in Economic and Performance Evaluation.

With as

Profile factors, g~

● gBR = gDT

● goHM

Alpha-particle heating, .fm

Current rise time, rR (n.s )

Voltage, Vw~ = vM4~ (MV)

Stored Energy, W&f,~ (kJ )

Water-1ine efficiency, qVVL

Transfer efficiency, ~L

Plasma current, Id (MA)

Neu;ron yield

● Energy, WN (kJ )

● Number, SN/1017

Plasma Q-value, Qp = WF/ W’M.Y

Number of Alfv4n times, ~A

Plasma mcrgics (kJ )

● Ohnlic, W(jH &f

● Alpha particle, WN

● Axial conduction, WCTOND

● Radiation

13renwstrahlung, WH~

Line (oxygen), ~’~ IN E!

- ~~yclot.ron, kt~c~}~.

● Expannion, kt’pv

o Plasma, H’P

F[wl bltrllup, ~~

Final Z@ff

Flllal l)last)ia parallwtw

● l,ilw drllsity, N 7r(1211( lo’~/?tJ)

● I)ellsity, ?/, ( lOX”/’?It:{)

● ‘1’wl~lwrntllrr, ‘l: /’/; (krl’ )

● I!xlmtlsit}ti, ,r (Ii(l,,

1.057

3.758

1

96,4

10.1

537.

0.98

C,5

1.86

157.7

0.70

0,37
2990

27,6

39,4

11,6

6,6

‘1ill

nil

21.9
27,6

0,():16

I,04

:1,%X

(),:1X

10,1,’2001”

:{.(;s

Without n s

1.057

1.378

0

96.1

10.1

537.

0.98

0.5

1.81

421.2

1.87

0.98

4200

41.5

105.8
7,8”{

13.9

nil

IIil

-6.1

26,2

(),095

,,10

:{,HN

:1.07

1,1,!1/ 1,1,7

I,17
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TABLE 11
“Strawman” resign parameters for a DZP neutron source for

for use in economic and performance evaluation.
(Cont.-1)

Geometry

● Initial plasma radius, aO(Am)

● Plasma length, fP( m)

● Return conductor radius, Rp(m)

● Flont end(a I

- magnetically insulated gap, 6~(m)

- insulator-clack height, fi (m.)

- insulator-stack radii, RI /R2(m)

- inductances (pH)
. . insulator, Li
-. gap 1, ~g2
.- gap 2, Lga
-. plaarna, LP

● Waterline

-- length, tWL(m)

- inuer/outer radii, hi /RO(m)

- inductance, Lw~ (@f)

capacitance, CWL (P~)

● himX bank

-- inductance, LM.Y (pi?)
-. capacitance, CMX (pI’)

- voltage, v~.y(fwv)
—energy, WMX (kJ )

.——-—

15

0,10

0.10

0.01

0,83

0.24/0.35

67.9

19,4

0.08

175.9

1.44

0.47/0.86

0.17

10.63

1?.4

10.1

1(!.1

537.0

(a) Refer to Figure 5.
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TABLE III

Preliminary Cost Estimate of the DZP Neutron Source (Basic Revise Only)
Bawd on the Coot to Build the Loo Alamoo HDZP-11 Device.

. I DZP n Source.

~——. G?aUdt&UIL___&m___QQUL@l)

Pulse Rate (Hz) -0

Marx Bank(”)
● Energy (kJ) 200
● Dimmulions (m) 1.5 X 3.0 X 1.5 = 6.S m~
● Energy Density (kJ/m3)

Tranmniwion Line(b)
● MM 9(tonne)
. I)imrnsiom (m, t X ri/rO )

Load Chismher(c)
. Dimensions (m, t?x r)
● volume ( t’)

Fibermai;er@)
Power Supply

● cunwnt (A)
● volt ege (kV)
● powe’r (kW)

Trek(e)

. mas6 (tonne)

29

0.6
1.83 X 0.57/0079

0.3 x 0.15
42

0.2
100
20

15
● dimensions (m) 3.4 x 3.1 x 8.5 = 9.0 ms
● nominal densities

- ●nergy (hJ/m3) 2.2
mam (bnne/ms ) 1.7

vacuum
● spmd (t’/s) 300

TOTAL COST (k$)
—

(a)

(6

((’

(f-f)

(F)

100

100

50

2?0

5!5

1

328

10
0.5 $/kg

540
18 m=

30
16”7$/kg

1.44 X 0.47/O.8G

0.1 x 0.1
3.1

5,400
3.7 $/kg

41
24 m=

22.5

1.7

300

For both the HDZP-11 ●xperiment and the DZP ~-~ti~~~, approximately 0.1 Coc.lomb is dis-
chargd through a given ewitch, which for a lifetime charge transfer of 10° Coulomb amounts
to + 107 discharges or switch lifetime of +4% (*2 w~ks) of a year for 8070 availability.
Replacement of t hom (~$100) items is ●xpected to have a negligible impact on operating
coat or &vailabilitly.
A]thougll the high-voltage trarmnission linm for both t he HDZP- II and the DZP n-source are
nominally of the eamc dimensions, the n-source application would kw more highly stresmd
FLmlan arbitrary factor of 5 ha3 h-n included in costing tlhimitem.
A factor of two has I}een incluclrd ill tlw Iwvmtlwlms slllallm load cliallllwr q~lired (}f IlM=
rl-source to acc~wnt, for the addrd cod of ac.c(]l~~lllo(ltitillK irradidiml sMIIplw and active
moling.
This cost. for t.hc n-murce t.ak~ll nrl]itrnrily 25 t itllr’s t lItd (}f tIw 11I) ZI)-I I rxlwrinmlt to
ammmmdmt.e t lie inlpact of I ()-HZ qmratioll {Jll 1Ilis vet -t fblw-dt=Riglm(l itell].

‘1’he tnnk IIIFWSfor tlw ?~-mnlrre was cstillude(l lnltll t Iv }! ])%])-1 [ ‘%IIKVLI’” (Imlsity IIsing H

VOlIIIIItJ t.lmtwcmliiiio(!dm t.lwiilcrmml rqllirrllwllts ~J t Iw tliglm.rlm~y M~rx lmt~k, it ~rlf

rtl)matctl W tlw t+fcctivr tlI)7Jl)- II mwrgy (It”llsity, wllilr nlh)willg tlw ll~nllilm! ml(hvl .- H)t13

hr t.lw HIMt’-l I-!ikr trallsn~issioll Iilw.

270

500

150

50

6,520
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TABLE IV
Preliminary Total Cost Estimate Scaled

From Detailed Estimate made for FTF/RFP30

ITEM (M$)

Front-end Device Cost.

Power

● supply

● Distribution

Diagnostics

Maintenance services

Data acquisition, control, processing

Watercooling/heat rejection

‘l?ritium fueling system

Buildings, facilities, utilities

Cleanup, disposal, monitoring

Project cost

Tottd

(a) Taken froni Table 111

(6) 8% of total of above items.

7.O(Q’

5,0

3.0

7.0

25.0

4,0

2.0

1,0

46.0

2.0
8oo(b)

110,
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TABLE V
Typical Parameters Used to Evaluate the Figure of

Merit (FOM) for the DZP Neutron Source

Amual cost of money, A (1/yr) 0.15

Number ofpmple required tooperatedevice, lV 25.

Coet of people, COP(M$/permn W) 0.16

Availability, pf 0.8

Coat of electricity, COE(ndis/kWeh.) 40.

Cost of tritium, COT(M$/kg) 10.

llitium breeding ratio, TBR 0.0
llitium bum-up fraction, ~B 0.05

dpa goal value, DPA 100.

Irradiation time to achieve DPA, T(yr) 1.0

Norrna!ized dpa rate, DPA/IwT(dpu m2/MW/W) 10.
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TABLE VI
Typical Development Scenario for the DZP Neutron Source

Prooi . principle Prototype (burst ) Facility

Test physics — Develop critical
(single shot ) technologies

Component (100 Hz for 1 s) (1 OO-HZ, continuous)

Power supply Marx/ waterline DOD technology-burst Continuous

Fibermaker Mmmal extrusion Pellet inject-burst Continuous

Electrodes Metal Rotating solid Lithium streams

Pumping Turbo/diffusion Large reservoir Large pumps

Heat transfer NA Thermal capacity Existing technology
Tntium handling 0.5 Curie/shot 50 Curie/burst Fusion technology
Development time < 2 years 3 years 3 years
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